
ASB Respect Line - 0800 075 66 99

“The ASB Respect Line is a dedicated out of hours service provided 
by ‘The Platinum Group’ which enables residents to call and report 

anti social behaviour as it happens, in their community”

ASB Respect Line i-brochure - 2014 / 2015

Presented by ‘The Platinum Group’ of companies

Expert Out of Hours 
ASB call handling...
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ASB Respect Line
Where did it all start?...

“The out of hours ASB service has come a long 
way in the last few years.  We specialise in our 
area and are proud to now be the largest 
dedicated ASB function in the country”
Ben Hunt - Director

The ASB Respect Line was first introduced as a pilot to a Birmingham based Housing 
Association back in April 2007

In July 2007, the project moved forward as a full service to that same Housing 
Association, as it was clear there was a real need for an out of hours service for ASB.

In July 2009, the service was privatised the service under ‘The Platinum Group’ 
umbrella.

Between July 2009 and today, the ASB Respect Line service has 
continued to grow.  The service now benefits over 250,000 social housing households in
the UK (as of April 2014).

We are proud to say therefore that the ASB respect Line is the largest dedicated ASB 
call centre function in the country!

The ASB Respect Line is an out of hours service;
!
! -  Whenever the Housing Offices are closed – we are open
! -  Staff Training day’s / Resident Event’s – we will provide daytime cover too
! -  The ASB Respect Line is active 365 days of the year

The ASB respect Line service is available to residents living in Housing Association 
accommodation, however;

! -  Private homeowners & residents from other Housing Associations can also call
! -  We pride ourselves on being a service for the ‘whole community’
! -  We regularly receive calls from Wardens, Police Officers and Neighbourhood Watch representatives 

We pride ourselves as being a dedicated ASB call centre function;

! Maintenance service................... ..No!
! Warden Control service..................No!
!
! Specialist ASB service....................Yes!
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The ASB Respect Line Team
Expert ASB call handlers...
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We have a team of dedicated ASB call handling staff  

Each member of the team has been handpicked and has a vast wealth of experience in both 
the Housing and Policing worlds.  Each member of the team also has an individually 
designed training program, covering;

! -  Witness Support
! -  Government Legislation
! -  Housing Policy & Procedure
! -  ASB Tools and Powers

The Platinum Group also provides the ASB Respect Line team with future opportunities 
within the Platinum Group set-up, which to date has ensured that we have maintained all of 
our staff from day 1!

We also operate a ‘back-up’ call system for the ASB Respect Line, so a call should never 
be missed.  We have a number of ASB case workers, all of whom are also a part of the 
Platinum Group set up, in different parts of the country, ‘on call’ at all times, so as to 
ensure we do not miss calls via the ASB Respect Line number. 

We are happy to say that this has, to date, ensured that we have NEVER MISSED A CALL 
out of hours!

 

Kaz Bogle 
ASB Respect Line 
“I have been part of 
the ASB Respect Line 
team for 2 years now 
and I love my role.  I 
enjoy helping people 
suffering with 
problems of ASB and 
if my team and I can 
make just that little bit 
of difference, then it’s 
all worth while!”
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ASB out of hours
How does the ASB Respect Line work?...
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The ASB Respect Line team take full details from the witness 
and log them thoroughly at the time of the call, into civil format 
File Notes

Questioning at the time of a call... 

We pride ourselves on the quality of the File Note 
records were provide (see the examples further down)

Signposting and advice...

The ASB Respect Line team are brilliantly placed, at the time 
incidents are reported, to signpost the caller accordingly;
!
We can contact the Police or Environmental Health Team on behalf of the caller, if they 
prefer

‘Call Back’ service‘... 

Wherever appropriate, the team can make a ‘call back’ to the witness to provide that 
extra level of reassurance, following their initial report

Email document to your Team...

The full detail of any report is then put together neatly into a civil File Note format and 
forwarded to the relevant Housing Association and/or ASB Team or Officer, before 
9.00am the following morning 

1. Call comes 
through from 

resident 

2. Full details are 
taken at the time 

of incident 

3. File Note is 
drafted at the time 

of the call 

4. Report made to 
Police/ E.H on 

behalf of resident 

5. File Note is 
emailed through 
for your attention 

The ASB Team are 
experienced in getting all 
the required information at 
the time of a call - our File 
Notes are second to 
none...
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The File Notes records will be with your team before 
9.00am the following working day..
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FILE NOTE

Example Housing

Saturday 3rd March 2014

Re: Out of Hours ASB call

The out of hours ASB Respect Line received a telephone call this morning at 6.20am from Mr Example from 
number 13 Example Court, TQ12 2EN, regarding the ongoing problems he has been experiencing with his 
neighbours living at number 11 Example Court, the property located directly below his own home.  

I heard as Mr Example explained that he was calling to report the fact that he had been woken up at 5.20am by  
loud shouting coming from inside his neighbours address.  Mr Example told me this noisy disturbance 
continued further at 5.22am, 5.25am and 5.28am, at which time he eventually gave up trying to rest and got out 
of bed to get ready for work, knowing that he would be unable to get back to sleep.  

I heard as Mr Example explained that he knows his female neighbour as ‘Miss Perp’ and she has been 
previously responsible for causing consistent noisy disturbances from inside her address, throughout all hours 
of the day and night.  I asked Mr Example what his female neighbour was shouting and heard as he told me 
that he could clearly hear her shouting the words, “Fuck off” and, “Shut the fuck up, it’s half past 5!” presumably  
toward someone else who was inside her address at the time.  

I could hear that Mr Example sounded very frustrated indeed at the time of our conversation, especially due to 
the fact that he said he had to be up for work early and therefore did not appreciate being woken up in this 
manner.  

Mr Example further explained that he has reported the ongoing problems he has experienced with his 
neighbour and has been advised to keep a strict record of the times and dates disturbances occur.  I agreed 
that this was indeed the best way forward and urged Mr Example to contact the out of hours ASB Respect Line, 
as and when he experiences any problems, so things can be monitored closely.  Mr Example agreed to 
continue doing this. 

I assured Mr Example that the details of his call would be logged and passed through to the ASB Team at 
Example Housing, so as to keep them fully informed of the ongoing problems he has been experiencing.  Mr 
Example thanked me for this.  

I then further thanked Mr Example for his call before ending the telephone conversation with him.

B Hunt
ASB Respect Line Team
Example Housing

ASB Respect Line
Example File Notes...

 
 EMAIL
 From: ASB Respect Line
 Sent: 5 March 2014 08:59 
 To: ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
 Subject: **ASB Respect Line - File Notes**
 Attachments X 3

 Good morning, 

 Please see the attached File Notes from last night.

 Mr Example can be contacted on – Tel: 0121 666 666
 
 Mr Complainant can be contacted on – Tel: 07910 666 666

 Miss J.Bloggs can be contacted on – Tel: (Work) 0121 616 666  

 'ASB Respect Line’

mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk


ASB Respect Line - 0800 075 66 99

Having the File Note records waiting for you when you 
open your emails will save you time and effort - you 
will then be able to focus your time on the ASB case 
itself...
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FILE NOTE

Example Housing

Saturday 3rd March 2014

Re: Out of Hours ASB call

The out of hours ASB Hotline received a telephone call this evening at 6.40pm from Mrs Caroline Example 
from number 3 Example Park regarding the ongoing problems she has been experiencing with her neighbours 
living at number 2 Example Park.

Mrs Example explained that she had just been out to water the garden, and as soon as she went out there, the 
female tenant from number 2 Example Park went outside into their garden also.  Mrs Example explained that it 
felt to her as though her neighbour had done this for no other reason than to try and intimidate her, because of 
the previous problems they have experienced.  Mrs Example explained that her neighbours simply walked up 
and down the garden staring towards where Mrs Example was standing, which she found to be very 
intimidating indeed.

Mrs Example explained that she just wanted this latest incident to be logged, because of the ongoing problems 
she has been subjected to at the hands of her neighbours living at number 2 Example Park.   

I heard as Mrs Example explained that because of the ongoing noisy disturbances her neighbours have been 
causing, the local Environmental Health Team are planning to install the Matron equipment to try and capture 
the noise, in the coming weeks.  

Mrs Example explained further that she feels very intimidated by recent events caused by her neighbours, 
especially in light of recent incidents that have occurred, involving the Police.  She explained that she has more 
security than most, but she still feels frightened of what her neighbours are capable of doing.  Mrs Example 
explained that her son, who is 12 years of age, is autistic has been suffering because of the ongoing situation.  
She further explained that her son’s Educational Psychiatrist is looking to get involved because of the impact 
this situation is having on his general wellbeing.  

I assured Mrs Example that the details of her call would be logged and passed through to the ASB Team at 
Example Housing, so as to keep them fully informed of the ongoing problems she has been experiencing.  Mrs 
Example thanked me for this.  

I then further thanked Mrs Example for her call before ending the telephone conversation with her.

B Hunt
ASB respect Line Team
Example Housing

ASB Respect Line
More example FN’s...

 
 EMAIL
 From: ASB Respect Line
 Sent: 5 March 2014 08:59
 To: ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
 Subject: **ASB Respect Line - File Notes**
 Attachments X 1

 Good morning, 

 Please see the attached File Notes from last night.

 Mrs Example can be contacted on – Tel: 0121 666 666
 
 'ASB Respect Line’

mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
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File Note
 
Example Housing
 
Friday 2nd March 2014
 
Re: Out of Hours ASB call
 
The out of hours ASB Hotline received a telephone call this evening at 6.50pm from PC Jason Example from 
Totnes Neighbourhood Policing Team, wanting to leave a message for Mrs Made-up Housing Officer at 
Example Housing.  
 
PC Example said that he would like Mrs Made-up Housing Officer to contact him on his works mobile (07666 
666 666), to discuss the ongoing situation with an Example Housing property, namely 1 Example Street, of 
which the tenant is a Mrs Example Perp.
 
PC Example said that he will be working between 7.00am and 4.00pm on Thursday 18th June 2009, so would 
ideally like Mrs Made-up Housing Officer to call him on his mobile between those times, regarding this address.  
 
I thanked PC Example for his call and assured him that I would pass his message through to Example Housing 
accordingly.  I then further ended the telephone conversation with him.    
 
B Hunt
ASB Respect Line Team
Example Housing

ASB Respect Line
More example FN’s...

 
 EMAIL
 From: ASB Respect Line
 Sent: 05 March 2014 08:59
 To: ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
 Subject: **ASB Respect Line - File Notes**
 Attachments X 1

 Good morning, 

 Please see the attached File Notes from last night.

 PC Example can be contacted on – Tel: 07666 666 666
 
 'ASB Respect Line’

We can 
email 
individuals, 
teams or 
managers, 
whichever 
works best 
for you...

mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
mailto:ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk
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ASB Respect Line
More example FN’s...

 
 EMAIL
 From: ASB Respect Line 
 Sent: 05 March 2014 08:59
 To: ASBrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk 
 Subject: **ASB Respect Line - File Notes**

 Good morning, 
 
 Just to confirm, there were no ASB calls received overnight 
 and therefore there are no File Notes to pass through.  
  
 'ASB Respect Line‘

“We recently worked with The Platinum Group to give 
professional evidence for us in Court as part of an Injunction 
case for noise nuisance - they were absolutely vital in being able 
to get the Order in Court and were extremely professional 
throughout!”
Terry - ASB Manager

We will even email you the following 
morning, when you have not had any 
out of hours calls, so you know exactly 
where you are, at all times, as seen here
on the right...

Because our File Note records are so
professional and thorough, you should 
be able to just simply print them off and 
use them as part of your case evidence, 
straight away.

Every File Note is also checked by 
Ben Hunt or a senior member of the 
ASB Respect Line team before being emailed to you, so as to ensure absolute quality 
and consistency at all times.

Wherever needed, we will act as Professional Witnesses for you

! -  We already have clients in the Midlands we work with in this capacity
! -  We will attend Court to give evidence whenever required, based on calls we 
! have received via the out of hours service 
! -  The detailed File Note records will be used to form part of your ‘ASB case’
 



ASB Respect Line - 0800 075 66 99

ASB Respect Line
Additional parts of the 
service?...

“We constantly strive to move our service forward 
- we want to know what works for you, so we can 
provide the best service possible.  If you need it - 
we’ll provide it!”
Ben Hunt - Director
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Nowadays, we pride ourselves on not just providing an inbound telephone based service!

We like to get out there in the heart of communities to meet residents who have accessed the ASB 
Respect Line service to get their feedback.  We do this by;

Face-to-face promotion

- attending resident meetings & events
 
Community Awareness Panels 
 

- we arrange and chair regular CAP’s with your residents – so we can monitor the feedback and 
development of the out of hours service

We make the ASB Respect Line service as easily accessible as possible to residents by also 
providing other ways of contact, these include;

Free TXT message service 

! -  TXT ‘ASB’ followed by the message to: 80800
! -  complainant will receive a TXT message back
! -  this will prompt an immediate call back to the complainant, wherever needed

Email service

-  works the same way as the TXT service above – ‘asbrespectline@examplehousing.co.uk

Outbound calls to vulnerable witnesses 

! -  We make outbound calls at weekends and over holiday periods to those witnesses you feel 
! would benefit from that extra level of reassurance.  
! -  This works particularly well when working with elderly and/or vulnerable residents
! -  File Note records are completed as they would be for inbound calls

ASB Feedback Surveys 

- Over time we have developed the way we provide our service and one of the areas clients 
have always requested we cover is gaining feedback from their residents in the area of ASB.  
We therefore now include this as part of the overall ASB Respect Line process - feel free to 
speak to us if this is something that you feel will benefit your Association, as we can help!

mailto:asbrespectline@exaplehousing.co.uk
mailto:asbrespectline@exaplehousing.co.uk
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“We tailor the 
stats to meet 
your 
requirements”

Statistical information
helping you monitor you out of hours ASB service...
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! Statistical breakdowns 

! We recognise that clients need to show value for money, so we therefore present regular 
! statistical breakdowns, showing how the service is performing. The stats can be 
! forwarded weekly, monthly or daily and can be tailored for each client, depending on 
! their individual KPIs or target areas... 

The NEW ‘asbsupport.com’ website which will be officially launched on 1st April 2014, 
is a great example of how we are willing to move with the times and provide our 

clients and their residents with the service they require
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Benefits of the service
For Residents...

“The benefits of the 
ASB Respect Line 
service speak for 
themselves - 
Monday mornings 
are a lot quieter 
now!”

Mark - ASB Officer
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Residents will have an opportunity to call, report and speak with a trained member of staff at 
the time incidents are taking place;

! 90% of ASB happens outside of the normal 9-5 working day....our team
! are available when residents experience problems and are just a 
! phone call away...

Residents will have someone to vent their frustrations at , at the time 
problems are taking place...

Residents will have an opportunity to take advice at the time incidents take place...

Residents will receive reassurance because someone will take the time to listen to them and 
take the full details of any problems they are reporting, at the time it’s happening...

Residents will be fully informed of the processes they should expect the Housing Team/ASB 
Team to follow...

Residents will be given an incident log number, which will give them peace of mind that their 
call has been logged and therefore will be dealt with effectively...

Residents will no longer have the urgent need to contact the Housing Association offices at 
9.00am on a Monday morning...

! ! ! It has been mentioned that our existing clients have noticed up to a 75% reduction in 
! ! ! Monday morning ASB calls, since the ASB Respect Line service was introduced...

Benefits of the service
For Staff...
Witnesses will have a point of contact outside of normal working hours and will therefore 
have more trust in the whole ASB process...

You should no longer be inundated with calls from frustrated residents come 9.00am on a 
Monday morning, as they residents will have already had a chance to call and report their 
issues, at the time incidents take place...

You should find all the detail you require in the File Notes sent through to you, which will 
enable you to concentrate on the ‘tackling’ side of ASB rather than the ‘listening’ side...

You will have more time, because the a bulk of the ‘leg-work’ should already have been 
done for you...

You should be able to simply print off the File Notes and pop them on file...

You should be able to ‘copy and paste’ the information from the File Notes into witness 
statements, making that whole process easier...

It has been mentioned that our existing clients have noticed up to a 75% reduction in 
Monday morning calls, since the ASB Respect Line service has been in place...
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“The pilot 
gave us an 
opportunity 
to trial the 
service for 
free - we 
are happy 
to now 
have signed 
up for 3 
years”
Housing Manager 
London

Why not try our 3-Month pilot... 
We appreciate that committing money to a project before trying it can sometimes be 
a little risky.  We also believe in the ASB Respect Line service 100%, because we 
have seen the benefits for residents and clients over and over again since launching 
the project

With this in mind, we offer clients a 3-month free pilot period, allowing clients to try 
the service before committing financially, longer term

We are sure you will find our service useful and we are confident we can make a 
difference to your overall ASB function

The 3 Month FREE pilot period includes;

• Access to the ASB Respect Line number

• Help with promotion of the service

• A full staff briefing prior to the pilot launch

• A full 3 month breakdown at the end of the pilot period

• A Community Awareness Panel meeting with your residents towards the end 
of the pilot

• Outbound calls to vulnerable residents - evenings and weekends

Opting for the ASB Respect Line 3 Month FREE pilot also allows 
clients to access considerable ‘partner rates’ savings on the other 
Platinum Group services including;

• Interactive Drama Training

• ‘ASB Street Performance’ project

• Customer profiling projects

• Resident Feedback survey projects
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“DCHA are really pleased to be able to offer their residents the ASB 
Respect Line out of hour’s service. 

We are also working with Platinum to provide training concerning anti 
social behaviour for residents and staff. The interactive approach has 
proved to be an extremely popular method and is well planned and 
delivered throughout. We believe Platinum provide a competitively priced 
service to a really high standard”

ASB Manager (Devon)...

“We have been using the ASB Respect 
Line service for nearly two years and we 
are extremely satisfied with the results.  

The concept of providing an out-of-hours ASB reporting service may seem simple, but the 
benefits are many fold; complainants and victims are able to report their concerns when it is most 
important to them, i.e. when they are actually suffering ASB, rather than wait until our offices are 
open the next day. It gives complainants a sense of security to hear a voice on the other end of 
the phone rather than leaving voicemail, particularly if they are vulnerable and alone.

Finally, I would point to the personal involvement of Ben Hunt, the founder and driving force 
behind the ASB Respect Line. Ben believes in leading from the front. Want the service tailored to 
met your specific needs? No problem, 
you can pretty much talk to the top man 
straight away and get things running how 
you’d like them. In my mind, adaptability 
is probably the greatest facet of the ASB 
Respect Line and much of that, 
it seems to me, comes directly 
from Ben himself.”

Housing Manager (Devon)...

“For someone such as me who has been involved with 
ASB for 15 years it was a completely refreshing way and 
approach of getting to the real root of the problem such 
as looking at ways of solving the problem by early 
intervention and not go straight to the eviction process.

If other organisations and CDRPs do not take the 
opportunity of using Platinum to provide services then I 
feel they will have missed out on something really 
special”

West Devon Homes representative...

“ASB Respect Line has been a welcomed addition 
to our services and has assisted Tor Homes in 
achieving a high standard of ASB service delivery 
commended by the audit commission in 2009.  

In particular the file notes produced by ASB Respect 
Line have strengthened evidence during court 
action; especially where noise nuisance has been 
witnessed by the team. Ben and his team have 
demonstrated the flexibility to adapt to the changing 
climate within the social housing sector”

Tor Homes representative (Devon)...
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THANK YOU

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your time and we very much 
look forward to hearing from and hopefully working with you, in the future.  

If you would like to talk with us about the FREE 3 MONTH PILOT PERIOD or 
would like any further assistance in any way at all, then please do not hesitate to 
contact us directly on;

0800 075 6699  or email: ben.hunt@platinumoperations.co.uk    

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Ben Hunt
Director 
The Platinum Group 
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mailto:ben.hunt@platinumoperations.co.uk
mailto:ben.hunt@platinumoperations.co.uk

